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Sea Of Air
Portugal. The Man

Sea of Air - Portugal. The Man
Tabbed by: John Sheehan

Standard tuning

[Intro]
Bb F Cm [x2]

[Verse 1]
     Bb                      F      Cm
It s came the day we found a sea of air
Gm                 Dm          Eb
When we went back nothing was there
      Bb                      F        Cm
It towered so tall it nearly left the ground
Gm                    Dm           Eb       Ebm
Still when we looked nothing was found

Bb Cm Ab Bb

             Bb                     F         Cm
There was nothing up there no, no nothing at all
Gm                 Dm          Eb     
Nothing but space nothing but ground
           Bb                   F       Cm
All the things I want and the things I need
               Gm                      Dm      Eb       Ebm 
When there s nothing but stars looking back at me

[Pre-Chorus]
  Gm        Dm             Eb           Bb
But I ll be brave I ll be brave I ll be brave
            Gm          Dm             Eb                Bb
When the timing comes around I ll be brave yeah I ll be brave
               Cm
Just let me go now
           Cm
Let me go now

[Chorus]
               Eb           Bb         
We ve got the whole world hanging there
Cm
In our little sea of air
               Eb           Bb
We ve got the whole world hanging there
Cm



In our little sea of air
               Eb               Bb
We ve got the whole world just hanging now
Cm
We ve got no seed of doubt
               Bb          Cm     Ab    Bb 
We ve got the whole world hanging there

[Verse 2]
                           F    Cm                               
When you talk to god about suicide
          Gm                            Dm    Eb
When you never hear back I hope you re still alive
         Bb                F    Cm
And the part of you that never cared
             Gm                   Dm     Eb
Well you can leave it here in the sea of air

[Pre-Chorus]
  Gm        Dm             Eb           Bb
But I ll be brave I ll be brave I ll be brave
            Gm          Dm             Eb                Bb
When the timing comes around I ll be brave yeah I ll be brave
               Cm
Just let me go now
           Cm
Let me go now

[Chorus]
              Eb            Bb
We ve got the whole world hanging there
Cm
In our little sea of air
              Eb            Bb      
We ve got the whole world hanging there
Cm
In our little sea of air
              Eb                Bb
We ve got the whole world just hanging now
Cm
We ve got no seed of doubt
              Eb            Bb       
We ve got the whole world hanging there

[Bridge]
Cm
In our little sea of air
Eb      Bb
In our little
Cm
In our little sea of air
Eb      Bb
In our little 



Cm 
In our little sea of air 

[Chorus]
              Eb                Bb
We ve got the whole world just hanging there
Cm
In our little sea of air 
               Bb          Cm     Ab    Bb 
We ve got the whole world hanging there

[Outro]
Bb             F     Cm
In our little sea of air [x6]


